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A la Carte Menu (US)	


FINE ART PRINTS 
Our fine art prints come with a slight linen texture, lustre coating and 3mm styrene board, which makes your pictures stand out 
and long lasting.

4 × 6 $15

5 × 7 $30

8 x 10 $50

8 x 12 $55

11x14 $60

11x16 $70

16x20 $100

16x24 $120

20x30 $180

24x36 $250

30x40 $350

FINE ART CANVAS 
Our beautiful art canvas turns your pictures into works of art in your home.  With no frames and no mirrors, you can enjoy your 
masterpiece in its truest form that it well deserves. The special UV coating also makes your pictures longer lasting.

Non-wrapped ¾” Non-wrapped 1½” Wrapped*

8 x 10 $70 N/A $210

8 x 12 $95 N/A N/A

11×14  $110 $170 $260

12×12  $110 $170 $260

12×18  $145 $225 $310

16×20  $190 $300 $350

16×24  $285 $450 $420

20×30  $370 $560 $540

24×36  $720 $775 $680

30×40  $800 $915 $860

* Wrapped options: black, white or wrapped image border on side of wrap 



METAL ART PRINTS 
Display on high quality aluminum, these metal prints give your beautiful images a contemporary, stunning feel. Check on the 
various mounting options. 

No mounting With easel With float 
(¾” black 

foam)

With posts 
(small or large 
posts based on 

print size)

4 x 6 $40 $50 $50 N/A

5 x 7 $65 $75 $75 N/A

8 x 10 $75 $85 $85 $120

8 x 12 $90 $100 $100 $135

11×14 $120 $140 $140 $165

12×12 $100 $125 $125 $145

12x18 $180 N/A $200 $225

16×20 $240 N/A $265 $285

16x24 $330 N/A $360 $390

20x30 $460 N/A $490 $520

24x36 $740 N/A $770 $820

30x40 $840 N/A $870 $920

Note:  Inquire about other available sizes.

METAL COLLAGE FLOATS 
A combination of metal prints arranged on a beautifully patterned metal back sheet. Design and choice of back sheet color and 
collage pattern provided.

10 x 20 $450

16 x 16 $550

16 x 20 $550

20 x 20 $650

20 x 30 $980

24 x 36 $1280

ALBUMS 
Our albums are crafted by hand using the finest materials. Ask about upgrade options with more pages.

MODERN ALBUMS

Leather cover Pages

7x11 Luxe Mini Album (LM-20) N 10 $ 900

7x11 Luxe Mini Plus Album (LM-40) N 18 $1200

8x12 Luxe Essential Album (LE-50) N 22 $1650
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* All prices listed include sales tax. Additional charges apply for domestic and international shipping.

8x12 Luxe Essential Plus Album (LE-65) N 30 $2100

13x12 Luxe Designer Album (LD-50) N 24 $2000

13x12 Luxe Designer Plus Album (LD-70) N 38 $2500

13x12 Luxe Designer Leather Album (LL-50) Y 24 $2500

13x12 Luxe Designer Leather Plus Album (LL-70) Y 38 $3000

13x12 Luxe Designer Leather Ultimate Album (LL-100) Y 42 $3500

13x12 Luxe Designer Leather Ultimate Plus Album (LL-120) Y 48 $4000


